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Goals- The student will: 

1. Improve communication skills (reading, writing, speaking, listening) 
2. Learn to be more comfortable speaking in front of others 
3. Practice organizing and outlining presentations 
4. Use a basic radio console and apply these techniques in delivering class presentations 
5. Practice communication and leadership skills in a group setting 
6. Learn persuasive techniques and practice them in a presentation 
7. Learn about the important responsibilities of the Broadcasting Industry and how the 

Media influences our lives. 
 

Objectives- The student will: 
1.  Research a topic and present the findings in an informational speech 
2. Speak in front of the class, with and without a microphone 
3. Participate in group activities 
4. Work with voice techniques 
5. Read about issues concerning the First Amendment and Media, and journal about 

his/her thoughts and opinions 
6. Discuss First Amendment and Media issues in a seminar format 
7. Be able to identify basic facts about microphones and audio production 
8. Perform basic operations on the radio console 
9. Deliver a pre-written commercial, and produce it in the Radio Control Room 
10. Utilize persuasive techniques in a speech format 
 

GRADING PROCEDURES 
Per Card Marking       Per Trimester  
40%-Projects/Performances    80% - 12 week card marking 
30%- Tests      20% - Final Exam  
30%- Daily/Homework Grades  
     
Late assignments:  You will be allowed one unexcused late assignment per trimester without 
penalty.  Any unexcused late assignment after that, will be given half credit.  It is also our policy 
that you cannot take a free late grade on a presentation, as time has been slotted for your 
performance and cannot be filled by someone else.  You are also not allowed to use your late 
grade for a group assignment since others are counting on you to do your part of the project.  
Finally, if you attend school on the day an assignment is due, you must hand it in, even if you do 
not attend your Radio/Speech class that day. 
 
If you want me to consider an assignment “on time” it should be in your hand when you walk 
into the classroom; therefore, you should not ask to use the classroom printer to print it.  If your 
home computer/printer does not work, please use the media center computers/printers before 
school, during lunch or after school to print your assignments. 
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